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In this paper we study the effects of constraints on the dynamics of an adaptive segregation
model introduced by Bischi and Merlone (2011) [3]. The model is described by a two
dimensional piecewise smooth dynamical system in discrete time. It models the dynamics
of entry and exit of two populations into a system, whose members have a limited toler-
ance about the presence of individuals of the other group. The constraints are given by
the upper limits for the number of individuals of a population that are allowed to enter
the system. They represent possible exogenous controls imposed by an authority in order
to regulate the system. Using analytical, geometric and numerical methods, we investigate
the border collision bifurcations generated by these constraints assuming that the two
groups have similar characteristics and have the same level of tolerance toward the mem-
bers of the other group. We also discuss the policy implications of the constraints to avoid
segregation.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
In his seminal contribution [24], Schelling underlines
how discriminatory individual choices can lead to the seg-
regation of two groups of people of opposite kinds. People
get separated for different reasons, such as sex, age,
income, language or nationality, color of the skin, and the
like. Since then, this idea has been developed and tested
using mainly an agent-based computer simulation
approach, see e.g. [10,32]. Instead [2] introduces an adap-
tive dynamical model in discrete time that captures the
features of the segregation process designed by Schelling.
This model is represented by a two-dimensional non
invertible map. The analysis of the model provides a rather
solid mathematical ground that confirms and extends the
qualitative illustration of the dynamics provided bySchelling in [24]. In particular, it shows the possibility,
depending on the initial conditions, to end up either in
an equilibrium of segregation or in an equilibrium of
coexistence of the members of the two groups in the same
system. The investigation reveals also more complicated
phenomena which could have not been observed in [24]
due to the lack of mathematical formalization of the
model, such as the emergence of periodic or chaotic solu-
tions. Such oscillatory solutions represent situations in
which the number of the members of the two groups that
enter or exit the system oscillate perpetually in time as the
results of overshooting due to impulsive (or emotional)
behavior of the agents.
Following Schelling’s ideas, the authors of [2] introduced
in the model two constraints that limit the maximumnum-
ber of the members of each group allowed to enter the sys-
tem. This is indeed quite relevant, as the constraints may
reflect the policy decision of some state or group. The
constraints make the model piecewise differentiable and,
1 A superstable cycle of a one-dimensional map is a cycle with
eigenvalue zero, for a two-dimensional map it is a cycle with two
eigenvalues zero.
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occurrence of border collision bifurcations. In [2], the effects
of these constraints are onlymarginally analyzed and a dee-
per investigation is left for further researches. In this paper,
following their suggestion we provide a comprehensive
description of the effects of these constraints on the dynam-
ics of the model. In particular, we use geometrical, analyti-
cal and numerical tools to investigate the nature of the
dynamics that can arise when changing the values of these
constraints.
Limiting the analysis to a symmetric setting, i.e. assum-
ing that the two populations are of the same size and have
the same level of tolerance toward the other type of agents,
it emerges that if the two constraints are both sufficiently
tight, then an equilibrium of non segregation exists and it
is stable, together with two coexisting equilibria of segre-
gation, which are always present and always stable. In par-
ticular, the two-dimensional bifurcation diagram reveals
that if we relax the limitations to the maximum number
of the members of the two populations allowed to enter
the system, then for certain initial conditions we first
observe a transition from a stable equilibrium of coexis-
tence to stable cycles of any period and subsequently a
transition from stable cycles to equilibria of segregation.
On the contrary, if the constraints are not fixed equally,
for example we limit more the members of the population
one to enter the system and less the members of popula-
tion two and this gap is large enough, as a result we can
have either only stable equilibria of segregation or coexis-
tence of a stable periodic solution and stable equilibria of
segregation. Thus, it is necessary to impose equal and suf-
ficiently tight constraints on the maximum number of the
members of the two populations allowed to enter the sys-
tem, to have, at least for certain initial conditions, the pos-
sibility of convergence to an equilibrium of non
segregation.
The dynamics of the model here proposed are particu-
larly interesting from a mathematical point of view as well.
Indeed, themodel is described by a continuous two-dimen-
sional piecewise differentiable map, with several borders,
crossing which the system changes its definition. The
dynamics associated with piecewise smooth systems is a
quite new research branch, and several papers have been
dedicated to this subject in the last decade (see, e.g.,
[9,33]). Such an increasing interest towards nonsmooth
dynamics comes both fromnew theoretical problemswhich
appear due to the presence of borders and from the wide
interest in the applied context. In fact, many models are
described by constrained functions, leading to piecewise
smooth systems, continuous or discontinuous. We recall
several oligopoly models with different kinds of constraints
considered in the books [22,4], nonsmooth economic mod-
els in [7,15,17,23,13], financial market modeling in
[8,31,30], and modeling of multiple-choice in [1,12,6].
The map considered in the present paper is character-
ized by several constraints, leading to several different par-
titions of the phase plane in which the system changes
definition. When an invariant set as a cycle has a periodic
point colliding with a border, then a border collision
occurs, which often leads to a border collision bifurcation
(BCB for short), first described in [20] (see also [21,27]).The result of the contact, that is, what happens to the
dynamics after the contact, is in general difficult to predict.
However, in one-dimensional piecewise smooth systems,
the possible results of a generic border collision of an
attracting cycle with one border point can be classified
depending on the parameters by using the one-dimen-
sional BCB normal form, which is the well known skew tent
map defined by two linear functions (see, e.g.,
[16,18,26,27]). This powerful result will be used also in
the analysis of the two-dimensional system considered in
this work. In fact, the degeneracy of the map in a few
regions often leads to a dynamic behavior which is con-
strained to some one-dimensional set, where the map
can be studied by using some suitable one-dimensional
restriction, or first return map. Another peculiarity of the
degeneracy is that the one-dimensional reduction may be
characterized by a flat branch in the shape of the function,
leading to superstable1 cycles. For a piecewise smooth map
with a flat branch any cycle with a point on that branch is
superstable. Examples of systems characterized by a map
with a flat branch can be found in [3,11,29,28]. The feature
of such systems is that in the parameter space the periodic-
ity regions of superstable cycles are organized according to
the well known U-sequence (first described in [19], see also
[14,28]) which is characteristic for unimodal maps.
The plan of the work is as follows. In Section 2 we intro-
duce the model and describe its main dynamical proper-
ties. In Section 3 we analyze the effect of the constraints
on the dynamics of the model. In particular, we investigate
the BCBs that occur as the constraints change and we
provide the main implications in terms of segregation. In
Section 4, we conclude providing some indications for
possible further explorations of the dynamics of the model.2. Model setup and preliminaries
As in [2,24], we assume that individuals are partitioned
in two classes C1 and C2, say ‘‘group 1’’ and ‘‘group 2’’, of
respective numerosity N1 and N2 and that each group cares
about the type of people in the ‘‘system’’, which following
[24] is usually considered to be the ‘‘district’’ they live in.
Moreover, we assume that any individual of group
i; i ¼ 1;2, who cannot change the group membership, can
observe the ratio of the two types of agents at any moment
and decide to move in (out) depending on its own (dis) sat-
isfaction with the observed proportion of opposite type
agents to its own type. This degree of (dis) satisfaction is
captured, for i ¼ 1;2, by the functions
Ri xið Þ ¼ si 1 xiNi
 
ð1Þ
where xi represents the number of members of group i that
are in the system. The function Ri xið Þ gives the maximum
ratio of individuals of group j (j– i) to individuals of group
i that xi members of group i abide and parameter si repre-
sents the upper limit of this maximum ratio.
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be heterogeneous for what concern their own degree of
tolerance towards members of the other group, and the
function Ri xið Þ represents the level of tolerance characteriz-
ing members of group i. It is worth noting that, as sug-
gested in [24,25], the function Ri xið Þ defines a linear
relationship between the maximum ratio of members of
group j to members of group i that is tolerated by a fraction
xi
Ni
of members of group i. The validity of this function of tol-
erance has been empirically tested in [5] for problems of
racial segregation in some American cities. Although there
are some differences among cities and other forms of func-
tions of tolerance could be a valid alternative as well, the
empirical analysis suggests that the linear function of tol-
erance here used provides a good representation of reality.
Given the function Ri xið Þ, it follows that the maximum
number of agents of group j tolerated by xi members of
group i is given by xiRi xið Þ. Assuming that agents decide
to enter or exist the system according to a myopic adaptive
mechanism, at any time t agents of group i will enter the
system if xj tð Þ, the number of members of group j in the
system at time t, is below the tolerance threshold
xi tð ÞRi xi tð Þð Þ, i.e. if xi tð ÞRi xi tð Þð Þ > xj tð Þ, and will exit other-
wise. In particular the relative variation of agents of group
i in the system at a given period of time is modeled as ci
times the difference xi tð ÞRi xi tð Þð Þ  xj tð Þ, where parameter
ci is named the ‘‘the speed of adjustment’’. Thus, the equa-
tion giving the number of agents of type i that are in the
system at time t þ 1 is the following:
xi t þ 1ð Þ  xi tð Þ
xi tð Þ ¼ ci xi tð ÞRi xi tð Þð Þ  xj tð Þ
 
: ð2Þ
Assuming also a restriction on the number of members
of group i that are allowed to enter the system, say
0 6 xi tð Þ 6 Ki, with Ki 6 Ni, as a result we obtain the
following segregation model, as proposed in [2]. It is
described by a continuous two-dimensional piecewise-
smooth map T : R2þ ! R2þ given by
ðx1ðt þ 1Þ; x2ðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼ Tðx1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞÞ
¼ ðT1ðx1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞÞ; T2ðx1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞÞÞ
ð3Þ
with
T1 x1; x2ð Þ ¼
0 if F1 x1; x2ð Þ  0
F1 x1; x2ð Þ if 0 6 F1 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K1
K1 if F1 x1; x2ð ÞP K1
8><
>: ð4Þ
T2 x1; x2ð Þ ¼
0 if F2 x1; x2ð Þ  0
F2 x1; x2ð Þ if 0 6 F2 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K2
K2 if F2 x1; x2ð ÞP K2
8><
>: ð5Þ
where
F1 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ x1 1 c1x2 þ c1x1R1 x1ð Þ½  ð6Þ
F2 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ x2 1 c2x1 þ c2x2R2 x2ð Þ½ 
We recall that the parameters must satisfy
ci > 0; si > 0 and 0 < Ki 6 Ni (i ¼ 1;2). It is worth pointing
out that the possibility and importance of imposing entry
constraints, i.e. to impose Ki 6 Ni for i ¼ 1;2, was men-
tioned also in [24], although the issue was only introduced.From the definition of the map we have that the phase
plane of the dynamical system can be divided into several
regions where the system is defined by different functions.
On the boundaries of the regions the map is continuous but
not differentiable. The boundaries of non-differentiability
are given by the curves Fi x1; x2ð Þ ¼ Ki which can be written
in explicit form as follows:
BC1;K : x2¼ 1þc1x1R1 x1ð Þ
K1
x1
 
c1 where F1 x1;x2ð Þ¼K1
BC2;K : x1¼ 1þc2x2R2 x2ð Þ
K2
x2
 
c2 where F2 x1;x2ð Þ¼K2
ð7Þ
and the solutions of Fi x1; x2ð Þ ¼ 0 which, as it is immediate,
are satisfied by xi ¼ 0, and the points belonging to the
curves given by:
BC1;0 : x2¼ 1þc1x1R1 x1ð Þ½ =c1 where F1 x1;x2ð Þ¼0; x1–0
BC2;0 : x1¼ 1þc2x2R2 x2ð Þ½ =c2 where F2 x1;x2ð Þ¼0; x2–0
ð8Þ
In Fig. 1(a) these four curves are shown for parameter
values c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 1; s1 ¼ s2 ¼ 4; N1 ¼ N2 ¼ 1:5, K1 ¼ 1:4
and K2 ¼ 1:1. In the present work all the figures are shown
with the values of ci; si and Ni for i ¼ 1;2 as in Fig. 1, while
are let to vary the values of the parameters K1 and K2,
which are the constraints and are responsible for several
border collision bifurcations.
The positive quadrant of the phase plane is thus parti-
tioned in nine regions, in each of which a different defini-
tion (i.e. a different function) is to be applied. Let us define
the regions as follows:
X1 ¼ x1; x2ð Þj0 6 F1 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K1 and 0 6 F2 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K2f g
X2 ¼ x1; x2ð ÞjF1 x1; x2ð Þ  0 and 0 6 F2 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K2f g
X3 ¼ x1; x2ð ÞjF1 x1; x2ð Þ  0 and F2 x1; x2ð Þ  0f g
X4 ¼ x1; x2ð ÞjF1 x1; x2ð Þ  0 and F2 x1; x2ð ÞP K2f g
X5 ¼ x1; x2ð ÞjF1 x1; x2ð ÞP K1 and 0 6 F2 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K2f g
X6 ¼ x1; x2ð ÞjF1 x1; x2ð ÞP K1 and F2 x1; x2ð Þ  0f g
X7 ¼ x1; x2ð ÞjF1 x1; x2ð ÞP K1 and F2 x1; x2ð ÞP K2f g
X8 ¼ x1; x2ð Þj0 6 F1 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K1 and F2 x1; x2ð Þ  0f g
X9 ¼ x1; x2ð Þj0 6 F1 x1; x2ð Þ 6 K1 and F2 x1; x2ð ÞP K2f g
ð9Þ
so that the map in each region is given by:
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X1 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ðF1 x1; x2ð Þ; F2 x1; x2ð ÞÞ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X2 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ð0; F2 x1; x2ð ÞÞ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X3 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ð0;0Þ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X4 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ð0;K2Þ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X5 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ðK1; F2 x1; x2ð ÞÞ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X6 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ðK1;0Þ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X7 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ðK1;K2Þ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X8 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ðF1 x1; x2ð Þ;0Þ
x1; x2ð Þ 2 X9 : ðx01; x02Þ ¼ ðF1 x1; x2ð Þ;K2Þ
ð10Þ
From the definition of the map it follows that the rectangle
D ¼ 0;K1½   0;K2½  ð11Þ
Fig. 1. Parameters: c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 1; s1 ¼ s2 ¼ 4, N1 ¼ N2 ¼ 1:5, as in all the figures of the paper. K1 ¼ 1:4 and K2 ¼ 1:1. The gray lines mark the border of the
phase plane D ¼ 0;K1½   0;K2½ . A black dot marks the intersection of these two lines. In (a) the border curves BC1;0 and BC2;0 in red, the border curves BC1;K
and BC2;K in green. In (b) the regions Xj of the phase plane are evidenced by different colors. To better clarify the shape of the constraints, we illustrate all
the figures in the phase plane ½0;2  0;2½ , although the region of interest of the model is D  0;N1½   0;N2½ . (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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one iteration and an orbit cannot escape from it, thus D
is our region of interest. In general, depending on the val-
ues of the parameters, only a few of the regions Xj for
j ¼ 1; . . . ;9 may have a portion, or subregion, present in
D, say Xj \ D –£, as shown for example in Fig. 1(b). In
any case, the behavior of the map in the other regions,
not entering D, may be easily explained. To this purpose,
let us introduce first a few remarks on the fixed points that
the system can have.
The fixed points of the system, satisfying Tðx1; x2Þ ¼
ðx1; x2Þ, are associated with the solutions of several equa-
tions. For sure we have some fixed points on the axes,
which correspond to disappearance (i.e. extinction) of
one population. From Fi 0;0ð Þ ¼ 0;0ð Þ for i ¼ 1;2 we have
that the origin ð0;0Þ is always a fixed point. As we shall
see, it is locally unstable. However, due to the constraints,
all the points belonging to region X3 are mapped into the
fixed point in the origin in one iteration.
The axes are invariant, as considering a point ðx1;0Þ on
the x1 axis we have that Tðx1;0Þ ¼ ðT1ðx1;0Þ; T2ðx1;0ÞÞ ¼
ðT1ðx1;0Þ;0Þ still belongs to the x1 axis, and
T1ðx1; 0Þ ¼
0 if F1 x1; 0ð Þ  0
F1 x1;0ð Þ if 0 6 F1 x1; 0ð Þ 6 K1
K1 if F1 x1;0ð ÞP K1
8><
>: ð12Þ
where
F1 x1;0ð Þ ¼ x1 1þ c1x1s1 1
x1
N1
  
: ð13Þ
Thus, region X6, whose points are all mapped in ðK1;0Þ in
one iteration, necessarily has non-empty intersection with
the rectangle D, and ðK1;0Þ is a fixed point of the map.
Moreover, considering the restriction t1ðx1Þ  T1 x1;0ð Þ we
have that t1ðx1Þ ¼ x1 is satisfied for x1 ¼ 0 which is a fixed
point (representing the origin), and x1 ¼ N1 which is vir-
tual for K1 < N1 (constraint that we consider in the model).
Thus the map x1ðt þ 1Þ ¼ t1ðx1ðtÞÞ has a fixed point x1 ¼ K1where the piecewise smooth function t1ðx1Þ has a flat
branch, which means that the fixed point ðK1;0Þ always
exists (and it is superstable for the restriction on the axis).
While considering ddx1 t1ðx1Þ ¼ 1þ 2c1s1x1  3
c1s1
N1
x21 we
have ddx1 t1ð0Þ ¼ 1, and d
2
d2x1
t1ðx1Þ ¼ 2c1s1  6 c1s1N1 x1 leads to
d2
d2x1
t1ð0Þ ¼ 2c1s1 > 0 so that the fixed point x1 ¼ 0 is
repelling on its right side, that is, the origin ð0;0Þ is
repelling along the x1 direction.
Similarly for the second axis, we have that Tð0; x2Þ ¼
ðT1ð0; x2Þ; T2ð0; x2ÞÞ ¼ ð0; T2ð0; x2ÞÞ with
T2ð0; x2Þ ¼
0 if F2 0; x2ð Þ  0
F2 0; x2ð Þ if 0 6 F2 0; x2ð Þ 6 K2
K2 if F2 0; x2ð ÞP K2
8><
>: ð14Þ
where
F2 0; x2ð Þ ¼ x2 1þ c2x2s2 1
x2
N2
  
: ð15Þ
So region X4 (whose points are all mapped in ð0;K2Þ in
one iteration) intersects the rectangle D and ð0;K2Þ is a
superstable fixed point of the restriction, while the origin
ð0;0Þ is repelling along the x2 direction. The proof is the
same as the one given above for the x1 axis. Regarding
our example, the one-dimensional map x2ðt þ 1Þ ¼
t2ðx2ðtÞÞ  T2ð0; x2ðtÞÞ is shown in Fig. 2a.
Other comments regarding the fixed points ðK1;0Þ and
ð0;K2Þ for the two-dimensional map T will be given below.
Here we notice that other fixed points ðx1; x2Þ may exist as
solutions of the equations
x1R1ðx1Þ ¼ x2
x2R2ðx2Þ ¼ x1
	
when belonging to region X1 (otherwise they are so-called
virtual fixed points). These fixed points are represented in
the phase plane by the intersection points of the two reac-
tion curves
Fig. 2. Parameters as in Fig. 1. In (a) function t2 x2ð Þ for x2 2 0;N2½ , the black dot is a superstable equilibrium. In (b) the reaction curves /1 and /2, as well as
the lines x1 ¼ K1 and x2 ¼ K2, are in gray. Black dots are feasible equilibria, black dots with yellow interior are virtual equilibria. The dots in pink are the
points ðx1;m;K2Þ and ðK1; x2;mÞ. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Moreover, also fixed points ðK1; x2Þ may exist, associ-
ated with the solutions of the equation x2R2ðx2Þ ¼ K1, when
belonging to the region X5 \ D. Also these fixed points can
be graphically seen in the phase plane as intersection
points of the two curves x1 ¼ K1 (vertical straight line)
and /2. Similarly, fixed points of type ðx1;K2Þ associated
with the solutions of the equation x1R1ðx1Þ ¼ K2 (intersec-
tion points of the horizontal straight line x2 ¼ K2 and /1)
may exist, when belonging to the region X9 \ D.
The fixed points of the example shown in Fig. 1 are evi-
denced in Fig. 2(b) where the two curves /1 and /2 (having
a unimodal shape) are drawn, together with the straight
lines x1 ¼ K1 and x2 ¼ K2. Besides in the origin, the curves
/1 and /2 have three intersection points, but two of them
belong to the region X9 and are outside D, while the third
one, say P1, belongs to the regionX1 inD and thus it is a true
fixed point of the map. On the vertical line x1 ¼ K1 a fixed
point is ðK1;0Þ on the axis and, as we shall see, it is supersta-
ble. Then twomore solutions of x2R2ðx2Þ ¼ K1 exist, but both
points belong to the region X1 and thus are virtual fixed
points. Differently, on the horizontal line x2 ¼ K2, besides
the superstable fixed point ð0;K2Þ on the vertical axis, there
are two more fixed points of the map, Pa ¼ ðx1;a;K2Þ and
Pb ¼ ðx1;b;K2Þ, as both belong to the region X9 \ D. We shall
return on these fixed points below.
The definitions of the map in the several regions Xj lead
to different kinds of degeneracy. For example, when a por-
tion of regionX7 exists inD, then all the points of that region
are mapped into a unique point: the corner ðK1;K2Þ of the
absorbing rectangle D, which means that in the region X7
we have two degeneracies, that is, two eigenvalues equal
to zero in the Jacobian matrix at any point of X7.
Thus, one more fixed point may be given by the point
P ¼ ðK1;K2Þ when it belongs to X7 \ D (and in such a case
this fixed point is superstable: both eigenvalues are equal
to zero). While when ðK1;K2Þ does not belong to X7 \ D,
then for the dynamics of the points in the region X7 it isenough to consider the trajectory of only one point:
ðK1;K2Þ.
Other regions with double degeneracies are X3; X4 and
X6 as all of them are mapped into fixed points,
ð0;0Þ; ð0;K2Þ and ðK1;0Þ, respectively. These fixed points
do not deserve for other comments apart from their local
stability/instability: as we have seen, the origin is unstable
while we shall see below (in Property 2) that the two other
fixed points on the axes are superstable when X4 and X6
intersect D in a set of positive measure, stable otherwise.
There are other degeneracies which are immediate from
the definition of the map, due to the regions bounded by
the border curves BCi;K (see Fig. 1(a)). Considering the por-
tion of the phase plane which is bounded by the border
curve BC1;K , we have that the whole region is mapped onto
the line x1 ¼ K1. Similarly the whole region bounded by the
border curve BC2;K is mapped onto the line x2 ¼ K2. Thus, in
both regions we have one degeneracy as the Jacobian
matrix in all the points of these regions has one eigenvalue
equal to zero. As a whole region is mapped into a segment
of straight line, the dynamics can be associated with the
points of those particular segments. In particular, the sta-
bility/instability of the fixed points belonging to these lines
can be investigated considering the restriction of the map
to these lines, when the points belong to the proper region
(that is, when they are real fixed points of T and not vir-
tual). Let us first notice the following
Property 1. The three curves x2 ¼ K2; BC2;K and /2 all
intersect in the point x1;m;K2

 
, where x1;m ¼ K2s2 1 K2N2
 
.
The three curves x1 ¼ K1; BC1;K and /1 all intersect in the
point K1; x2;m

 
, where x2;m ¼ K1s1 1 K1N1
 
.Proof. In fact, x2 ¼ K2 intersects BC2;K : x1 ¼
h
1þ c2x2R2 x2ð Þ
 K2x2
i
=c2 in the point x1;m ¼ K2R2ðK2Þ ¼ K2s2 1 K2N2
 
, and
also x2 ¼ K2 intersects /2 : x1 ¼ x2R2ðx2Þ ¼ x2s2 1 x2N2
 
in
the same point, as it is immediately evident. Similarly for
the other curves (these points are evidenced in Fig. 2(b)). h
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x1 P 0 and x1 6 x1;m, where x1;m is defined in Property 1.
This segment is mapped into itself, and the dynamics are
given (for 0 6 x1 6 x1;m) by the one-dimensional map
x1ðtþ1Þ¼ f1 x1ðtÞð Þ; f 1 x1ð Þ¼
0 if F1 x1;K2ð Þ 0
F1 x1;K2ð Þ if 06 F1 x1;K2ð Þ6K1
K1 if F1 x1;K2ð ÞPK1
8><
>:
ð17Þ
where
F1 x1;K2ð Þ ¼ x1 1 c1K2 þ c1x1s1 1
x1
N1
  
ð18Þ
The point x1 ¼ 0 corresponds to the fixed point ð0;K2Þ of
T, and fixed points with positive values internal to the
range ½0;K1 are thus associated with the solutions of a
quadratic equation, leading to
x1;b;a ¼
N1
2
	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N1
2
 2
 K2N1
s1
s
: ð19Þ
Moreover,
d
dx1
F1 x1;K2ð Þ ¼ 1 c1K2 þ x1c1s1 2
3x1
N1
 
ð20Þ
so that
d
dx1
F1 0;K2ð Þ ¼ 1 c1K2 < 1, which implies that this
fixed point is attracting also on the direction of the line (as
the derivative is either zero, when the constraint is active,
or positive and smaller than 1), and
d
dx1
F1 x1;b;a;K2
 
¼ 1þ 2c1K2  x1;b;ac1s1
¼ 1þ 2c1K2  c1s1
N1
2
	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N1
2
 2
 K2N1
s1
s0
@
1
A:
Summarizing, the two solutions in (19) lead to fixed
points of the two-dimensional map only if x1;a 6 x1;m and
x1;b 6 x1;m (as it occurs in the example shown in
Fig. 2(b)), and their stability depends on the value of
d
dx1
f1 x1;b;a

 
. When j ddx1 f1 x1;b;a

 j < 1 (resp. > 1) the fixed
points are attracting (resp. repelling). In the example con-
sidered in Fig. 2(b) both fixed points Pa ¼ ðx1;a;K2Þ and
Pb ¼ ðx1;b;K2Þ are repelling.
We can reason similarly for the restriction of the map
on the straight line x1 ¼ K1, for 0 6 x2 6 x2;m, where x2;m
is defined in Property 1, which is given by the one-dimen-
sional map
x2ðtþ1Þ¼ f2 x2ðtÞð Þ; f 2 x2ð Þ¼
0 if F2 K1;x2ð Þ 0
F2 K1;x2ð Þ if 06 F2 K1;x2ð Þ6K2
K2 if F2 K1;x2ð ÞPK2
8><
>:
ð21Þ
where
F2 K1; x2ð Þ ¼ x2 1 c2K1 þ c2x2s2 1
x2
N2
  
: ð22Þ
Thus, besides x2 ¼ 0, which represents the fixed point
(K1;0), the fixed points are associated with the solutions
of a quadratic equation, leading tox2;b;a ¼
N2
2
	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2
2
 2
 K1N2s2
s
moreover
d
dx2
F2 K1; x2ð Þ ¼ 1 c2K1 þ x2c2s2 2
3x2
N2
 
ð23Þ
so that
d
dx2
F2 K1;0ð Þ ¼ 1 c2K1 < 1, which implies that this
fixed point is attracting also on the direction of the line,
and
d
dx2
F2ðK1; x2;b;aÞ ¼ 1þ 2c2K1  x2;b;ac2s2
¼ 1þ 2c2K1  c2s2
N2
2
	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2
2
 2
 K1N2s2
s0
@
1
A:
These solutions are fixed points of the two-dimensional
map only if x2;a 6 x2;m and x2;b 6 x2;m.
With the parameter values used in the example shown
in Fig. 2(b) both the inequalities given above are not satis-
fied and thus they lead to virtual fixed points.
We can now end the comments on the fixed points on
the axes for the two-dimensional map T. In fact, let us
consider the point 0;K2ð Þ. We have already seen that
along the axes x1 ¼ 0 there is a zero eigenvalue, and now
we have the eigenvalue along the invariant segment on
x2 ¼ K2. From the definition of the restriction in (17) and
(18) it follows that either this point (the origin of the
restriction) is superstable (which occurs when X4 inter-
sects D in a set of positive measure), or stable, as we have
0 <
d
dx1
F1 0;K2ð Þ < 1. Similarly we can reason for the other
fixed point ðK1; 0Þ. This leads to an important property of
the model: the two single ‘‘segregation states’’ always exist
and attract some points of the phase plane. How many
points depends on the structure of the basins of attraction
of these fixed points, and on the existence of other attract-
ing sets having states with positive values (not converging
to the axes). However, some results are already known
from the remarks written above: as all the points of the
region X2 are mapped into the x2 axis, which is trapping
and on which we know there is convergence to the fixed
point ð0;K2Þ, so we can immediately conclude that all the
points of region X2 belong to the basin of attraction of
ð0;K2Þ. Similarly, all the points of region X8 belong to the
basin of attraction of the fixed point ðK1;0Þ. We shall see
some examples below. We can so state the following
Property 2. Two stable fixed points always exist in map T
given in (3): 0;K2ð Þ and K1;0ð Þ. The points of the region X4
are mapped into 0;K2ð Þ and those of the region X2 converge
to 0;K2ð Þ. If X4 \ D has a positive measure, then 0;K2ð Þ is
superstable for the two-dimensional map T. The points of the
region X6 are mapped into K1;0ð Þ, and those of the region X8
converge to K1;0ð Þ. If X6 \ D has a positive measure, then
K1;0ð Þ is superstable for the two-dimensional map T.
In the example considered in Figs. 1 and 2 the two fixed
points ðK1; 0Þ and ð0;K2Þ on the axes are superstable for
map T. Besides them, map T has two more fixed points
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are unstable, and one more fixed point P1 2 /1 \ /2 belong-
ing to the region X1 \ D. At P1 the map is smooth
ðx1ðt þ 1Þ; x2ðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼ ðF1ðx1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞÞ; F2ðx1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞÞÞ, and
the stability of this fixed point depends on the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at P1. In our example also
this fixed point P1 is unstable. The unstable fixed points P1
and Pa belong to the frontiers separating the basins of
attraction. Besides the fixed points of segregation on the
axes, a third attracting set exists, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
A trajectory on this chaotic attractor consist of points
which alternate from region X9 to the region X1. This may
be of great help as the dynamics of T can thus be investi-
gated by use of a one dimensional map: the first return
map on a segment of the straight line x2 ¼ K2. In fact, the
points of the attracting set belonging to the region X9 are
mapped on the line x2 ¼ K2 above the point x1;m ¼
K2s2 1 K2N2
 
(in the region X1Þ. Thus, a point ðx1;K2Þ of
the attractor is mapped in Tðx1;K2Þ ¼ ðF1 x1;K2ð Þ;
F2 x1;K2ð ÞÞ 2 X9 and then a second iteration leads to T2ðx1;
K2Þ ¼ ðF1ðF1 x1;K2ð Þ; F2 x1;K2ð ÞÞ;K2Þ ¼: ðG x1ð Þ;K2Þ 2 X1. So
it can be investigated by use of the following one-
dimensional first return map on x2 ¼ K2:
x1ðt þ 1Þ ¼ G x1ðtÞð Þ ð24ÞG x1ð Þ ¼ F1 x1 1 c1K2 þ c1x1s1 1
x1
N1
  
;

K2 1 c2x1 þ c2K2s2 1
K2
N2
  
ð25Þ
in the range x1;m ¼ K2s2 1 K2N2
 
< x1 < K1. This one-
dimensional map, in our example, is shown in Fig. 3(b),
evidencing the invariant interval J on which the dynamics
seem to be chaotic. Indeed, the fixed point in Fig. 3(b)
inside the invariant segment J, which corresponds to an
unstable 2-cycle of T, is homoclinic. This invariant segmentFig. 3. Parameters as in Fig. 1. In (a) basin of attraction of 0;K1ð Þ in green, basin o
of attraction of the chaotic attractor in red. Pa; Pb and P1 are unstable equilibria. In
is the portion of the chaotic attractor of map T that lies on x2 ¼ K2. The gray li
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referJ corresponds to the segment of the attractor on the
straight line x2 ¼ K2 in Fig. 3(a).
As already remarked in the Introduction, the goal of this
paper is to investigate the role of the constraints, which are
the values of K1 and K2, and represent the upper limit
number of individuals of a given group allowed to enter
the system. In doing so, here we investigate this in the
case in which the two states (groups or populations)
represented by x1 and x2 are in some way symmetric, as
characterized by parameters having the same values. Thus,
in the next section we shall consider the parameters
N :¼ N1 ¼ N2; s :¼ s1 ¼ s2 and c :¼ c1 ¼ c2. Nevertheless,
in piecewise smooth dynamical systems as the present
one, the other parameters may also be relevant. This aspect
and in particular the investigation of the role of the
constraints in the generic case, with different parameter
values for the two populations, is left for further studies.
In the next section we shall see a two-dimensional
bifurcation diagram which immediately emphasizes the
attracting cycles existing as a function of the parameters
ðK1;K2Þ. We shall describe several regions in that parame-
ter plane which lead to interesting dynamic behaviors.
3. BCBs and global analysis of the dynamics
Let us first consider the relevant dynamics occurring as
a function of the control parameters ðK1;K2Þ, when the
other parameters are fixed (in our representative case at
the values considered in the figures of the previous sec-
tion: N ¼ 1:5; s ¼ 4 and c ¼ 1). As in this paper we restrict
our analysis to populations with the same characteristics
(in the parameters ci; si and NiÞ, the bifurcations occurring
in the parameters ðK1;K2Þ are obviously symmetric, which
leads to the following Property:
Property 3 (Symmetric parameter plane). Let
N :¼ N1 ¼ N2; s :¼ s1 ¼ s2 and c :¼ c1 ¼ c2. Let the control
parameters have the values K1;K2ð Þ ¼ n;gð Þ and let
a tð Þ; b tð Þð Þ; t > 0f g be the trajectory associated with thef attraction of 0;K2ð Þ in azure, basin of attraction of 0;0ð Þ in gray and basin
(b) first return map G x1ð Þ on x2 ¼ K2. J represents an invariant segment, it
nes show that the fixed point of the first return map is homoclinic. (For
red to the web version of this article.)
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trajectory associated with the initial condition b 0ð Þ; a 0ð Þð Þ
when the control parameters have the values
K1;K2ð Þ ¼ g; nð Þ.
That is, via a change of variable x2 :¼ x1 and x1 :¼ x2 we
have the same dynamics when K1 and K2 are exchanged.
This explains the structure, symmetric with respect to
the main diagonal, in the two-dimensional bifurcation dia-
gram shown in Fig. 4.
As a particular case of Property 3 we have another prop-
erty when K1 ¼ K2 (on the diagonal of the two-dimen-
sional bifurcation diagram of Fig. 4):
Property 4 (Symmetric phase plane). Let N :¼ N1 ¼ N2;
s :¼ s1 ¼ s2, c :¼ c1 ¼ c2 and K :¼ K1 ¼ K2. Then:
(4i) Let ðaðtÞ; bðtÞÞ for any integer t > 0 be the trajectory
associated with the initial condition a 0ð Þ; b 0ð Þð Þ, then
b tð Þ; a tð Þð Þ for any integer t > 0 is the trajectory associ-
ated with the initial condition b 0ð Þ; a 0ð Þð Þ.
(4ii) On the diagonal D of the phase plane map T reduces to
a one-dimensional system. From initial conditions
x1 0ð Þ ¼ x2 0ð Þ it will be x1 tð Þ ¼ x2 tð Þ for any integer
t > 0 and the iterates are given by the one-dimensional
map defined as x t þ 1ð Þ ¼ TD x tð Þð Þ withFig. 4.
plane f
differen
attracto
referen
versionTDðxÞ ¼
0 if FD xð Þ  0
FD xð Þ if 0 6 FD xð Þ 6 K
K if FD xð ÞP K
8><
>: ð26Þwhere x  x1 ¼ x2 and FD xð Þ  F1 x; xð Þ ¼ F2 x; xð Þ is
given byFD xð Þ ¼ x 1 cxþ cxs 1 xN
 h i
: ð27ÞClearly, for the points of the phase plane outside the
diagonal x1 ¼ x2 the Property (4i) stated above holds.
Moreover, it is worth noting that Property (4i) implies that
an invariant set of the two-dimensional map is either sym-
metric with respect to the diagonal D ðx1 ¼ x2Þ of the phase
plane, or the symmetric invariant set of it also exists.Two dimensional bifurcation diagram in the K1;K2ð Þ-parameter
or the map T. Different colors are related to attracting cycles of
t periods n  30, the white region corresponds either to chaotic
rs or to cycles of higher periodicity. (For interpretation of the
ces to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
of this article.)As an example let us show the possible bifurcations
occurring in the parameter plane of the control parameters
ðK1;K2Þ in the range 0;N1½   0;N2½  as reported in Fig. 4. As
the model is symmetric Property (4i), we can just analyze
the dynamics of the model for K2 P K1. In Fig. 4 we high-
light some BCB curves, which we shall explain below.
It is worth to note that as the parameters K1 and K2
influence the borders of the regions at which the piecewise
smooth map changes its definition, all the bifurcations that
we observe in Fig. 4 are expected to be border collision
bifurcations. Indeed, even if this is not a sufficient condition
to state that all the curves are related to BCBs, the high
degeneracy of the map leads to this particular result.
3.1. Case K1 ¼ K2
Let us first describe the dynamics occurring in the phase
plane when the parameters belong to the diagonal K1 ¼ K2
of the two-dimensional bifurcation diagram, and let
K  K1 ¼ K2. As already shown above, for points in the
phase plane belonging to the diagonal where x  x1 ¼ x2
we can consider the one-dimensional piecewise smooth
continuous map xðt þ 1Þ ¼ TDðxðtÞÞ (given in (26) and (27)).
The map TD has fixed points satisfying the equation
FDðxÞ ¼ x, leading to a fixed point in x ¼ 0 (representing
the origin) and x ¼ N 1 1s

 
which exists (positive) only
for s > 1. It is a real fixed point if N 1 1s

 
6 K , otherwise
x ¼ K is a fixed point on the flat branch of the function.
We can state the following
Property 5. Let N :¼N1¼N2; s :¼s1¼s2>1; c :¼c1¼c2
and K :¼K1¼K2.
(5i) For K < N 1 1s

 
map TD has a positive fixed point
x ¼ K belonging to a flat branch, while for
K > N 1 1s

 
map TD has a positive fixed point
x ¼ Nð1 1sÞ belonging to a smooth branch. At
K ¼ N 1 1s

 
a border collision of the fixed point x
occurs. If the bifurcation value satisfies K < K (resp.
K > K), whereK ¼
2cðs 1ÞN þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2cðs 1ÞNÞ2 þ 24Ncs
q
6cs
ð28Þthen increasing K the result of the border collision is
persistence of a stable fixed point (resp. a repelling
fixed point and a superstable 2-cycle with periodic
points K; TD Kð Þf g).
(5ii) For K > TD xcð Þ wherexc ¼ ðs 1ÞN3s þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1 sÞN
3s
 2
þ N
3cs
s
ð29Þmap TD is smooth. At K ¼ TDðxc) there is a transition
from piecewise-smooth to smooth.Proof. We notice that at K ¼ N 1 1s

 
for the two-dimen-
sional map T the fixed point undergoes a codimension-two
border collision as two borders are crossed simultaneously
ð/1 and /2Þ.
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the fixed point x
merges with the border point (a point in which the map
changes its definition), so it is a border collision. Increasing
the value of K, the fixed point x moves from the flat branch
to the smooth branch. The result of this collision is
completely predictable, as already remarked in the litera-
ture (see for example [27] and references therein). In fact,
in the one-dimensional case the skew-tent map can be
used as a border collision normal form, which means that
in general, apart from codimension-two bifurcation cases,
the slopes of the two functions on the right and left side of
the border point at the BCB parameters values determine
which kind of dynamic behavior will appear after the BCB.
In our case we have that the slope on the left side of
the border point is zero while on the right side it is
given by F 0D Kð Þ(also F 0D Kð Þ ¼ F 0D Nð1 1sÞ

  ¼ F 0D xð ÞÞ. Thus if
F 0D Kð Þ > 1 (as the function is decreasing) we have persis-
tence of a stable fixed point, while if F 0D Kð Þ < 1 the fixed
point on the smooth branch is unstable and a superstable
2-cycle exists (i.e. with eigenvalue equal to zero). We have
F 0D xð Þ ¼ 1þ 2cðs 1Þx 3
cs
N
x2
so that F 0D 0ð Þ ¼ 1 and F 00D 0ð Þ ¼ 2cðs 1Þ > 0 for s > 1 lead-
ing to x ¼ 0 repelling on its right side. Moreover,
F 0D Kð Þ ¼ 1þ 2cðs 1ÞK  3
cs
N
K2
and F 0D Kð Þ < 1 for K > K where K is given in (28). For
K > Nð1 1sÞ a superstable 2-cycle appears, with periodic
points K and FD Kð Þ.
In our specific example considered in Fig. 4 the qual-
itative shape of the map is shown in Fig. 5(a), it is
N 1 1s

  ¼ 1:125, thus for K < 1:125 the map has a positive
fixed point x ¼ K . The BCB of the fixed point occurs at
K ¼ 1:125, and it is K ’ 1:07, so that at the bifurcation
value we have K > K and by Property (5i) a 2-cycle
appears.
When the fixed point x exists, belonging to the
decreasing branch (i.e. after the border collision), from
piecewise smooth the map may become smooth. To detect
this transition let us consider the critical point xc of TD
(point in which the derivative of FD in (27) vanishes),
where xc is given in (29). Then for K < TDðxcÞ the map TDFig. 5. In (a) map TD at K ¼ 1, superstable fixed point x ¼ K . In (b) map TD and it
In (c) map TD and its fourth iterate at K ¼ 1:26, superstable 4-cycle and unstablhas a horizontal flat branch (as it occurs in our example in
Fig. 5), while for K P TDðxcÞ the map is smooth (as it occurs
in our example for K ¼ 1:4Þ. h
Notice that the two border points of the map TDðxÞ,
bounding the flat branch, are given by the solutions of
the equation FD xð Þ ¼ K , that is
x 1 cxþ cxs 1 x
N
 h i
¼ K
As long as the fixed point x ¼ K exists in the flat
branch, the two border points are one smaller and one lar-
ger than K, while after its BCB (with the largest border
point) the two border points are both smaller than K (see
Fig. 5).
After the BCB of the fixed point we can consider the sec-
ond iterate of the map T2DðxÞ which, besides the unstable
fixed point x ¼ N 1 1s

 
, has a pair of superstable fixed
points (related to a 2-cycle) which also undergo a border
collision. The BCB of the fixed point of T2D can be studied
in the same way as above for the fixed point of TD. In par-
ticular, a sequence of period doubling BCBs (also called flip
BCBs) occurs, leading to superstable cycles of period 2n.
In Fig. 5(a) the fixed point x ¼ K is still on the flat
branch, while in Fig. 5(b), after its BCB, we have a 2-cycle,
and in Fig. 5(c) also the 2-cycle is unstable and a supersta-
ble 4-cycle exists, with periodic points K and its first three
iterates.
As K increases, all the cycles existing in the complete
U-sequence (see [19,14]) appear also here, either by
saddle-node BCB or by flip BCB. For TDðxÞ the cycles are
either superstable or unstable. The superstable cycles
occur as long as in the map a flat branch persists, that is,
as remarked above in Property (5ii), as long as K < TDðxcÞ,
in which case the unstable cycles may belong to a chaotic
repeller. While for K > TDðxcÞ an invariant chaotic set may
exist for the one-dimensional map TD bounded by the
critical point TDðxcÞ and its images.
Going back to the two-dimensional map T in the phase
plane ðx1; x2Þ, for K < TDðxcÞ the one-dimensional map
TDðxÞ is piecewise smooth, and the attracting set for T is
some ncycle on D having one (and necessarily only one)
periodic point belonging to the region X7 and its image is
the point ðK;KÞ. It follows that such anncycle is superstable
also for the two-dimensional map T. However, it is not easys second iterate at K ¼ 1:2, superstable 2-cycle and unstable fixed point x .
e fixed point x .
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tor coexists with the fixed points on the two axes, and
other attracting sets may exist in the phase plane outside
D. For example, for K ¼ 1:2, when an attracting 2-cycle
exists, its basin of attraction is qualitatively similar to the
one shown in Fig. 3(a) for the chaotic attractor. Differently
it occurs for K ¼ 1:2895, when an attracting 3-cycle exists
on the diagonal D, but it is not the unique attractor with
positive periodic points. In fact, it coexists with an attract-
ing 4-cycle, born in pair with an unstable 4-cycle via sad-
dle-node BCB, and the stable set of the unstable 4-cycle
belongs to the frontier of the basins, shown in Fig. 6(a).
In order to investigate the stability and bifurcations
of the 4-cycle we notice that, as already performed
above, this can be done by use of a one dimensional
map: the first return map on the straight line2 x2 ¼ K for
x1 > x1;m ¼ Ks 1 KN

 
. So doing, it is possible to consider
T4ðx1;KÞ ¼ ðwðx1Þ;KÞ. The one-dimensional first return map
x1ðt þ 1Þ ¼ wðx1ðtÞÞ has a stable fixed point in the range
½x1;m;K, corresponding to the point Q in Fig. 6(a), with a
positive eigenvalue. For increasing K this fixed point under-
goes a pitchfork bifurcation, leading to a pair of stable fixed
points of T4 which correspond to two stable 4-cycles for T
(see Fig. 6(b)). While the periodic points of the 4-cycles
(one stable and one unstable) in Fig. 6(a) are symmetric with
respect to D, those of the pair of stable 4-cycles existing after
the pitchfork bifurcation are not symmetric themselves, but
the two cycles have points which are pairwise symmetric
with respect to D (as stated in Property-(4i)).
We notice that even if we have called the described
bifurcation as pitchfork, this term is proper only for the
one-dimensional first return map on the straight line
x2 ¼ K. In fact, let us reason as follows: considering the
attracting 4-cycle before the bifurcation (as shown in
Fig. 6(a)) we can see that two periodic points are in the
region X1, one in the region X5 and one in the region X9.
Locally, in each point of the 4-cycle the map is smooth,
and intuitively one can expect that the stability/instability
of the 4-cycle depends on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix of the map T4 evaluated in any one of the four fixed
points belonging to the 4-cycle of T, and obviously one
eigenvalue is expected to be zero, due to the degeneracy
of the map in the regions X5 and X9. But this is not correct.
The eigenvalue different from zero so determined, is not
associated with the bifurcations of the 4-cycle. This is
due to the degeneracy of the map: all the points of region
X5 are mapped onto the straight line x1 ¼ K independently
on the eigenvalues associated with the smooth map T in
points of this line belonging to the region X1. That is: the
bifurcation associated with cycles must be determined by
using the first return map, as we have done above, and
not by using the standard tools which are correct for
smooth systems (also locally).
Differently from the case K < TDðxcÞ, when a supersta-
ble cycles exists for T on the diagonal of the phase plane,
for K > TDðxcÞ the one-dimensional map TDðxÞ is smooth
and an invariant set, which may be chaotic, exists on D.2 We can use, equivalently, the first return map on the straight line
x1 ¼ K.However, this invariant set may be not transversely
attracting for the two-dimensional map T in the phase
plane ðx1; x2Þ. In fact, this can also be observed in our exam-
ple at K ¼ 1:4: a chaotic interval exists on the diagonal D,
which is a chaotic repeller in the plane x1; x2ð Þ, the only
attracting sets are the fixed points ðK;0Þ and ð0;KÞ on the
axes, and their basins are separated by a fractal frontier,
as shown in Fig. 7 (where the chaotic saddle is also evi-
denced by a black segment on D). This may lead to a signif-
icant complexity in the socioeconomic interpretation of
the dynamics of the model. Indeed, given a generic value
ðx1ð0Þ; x2ð0ÞÞ as initial condition it is hard to predict
whether the states are ultimately converging to extinction
of the first group or to extinction of the second group.
The analysis conducted till now for K1 ¼ K2 reveals the
importance of the constraints for avoiding segregation.
Indeed, from the dynamics of the model we know that if
the number of the members of the two populations that
are allowed to enter the system is sufficiently small, we
always have a stable equilibrium of non segregation. On
the contrary, as the maximum number of agents of the
two groups that are allowed to enter the system increases,
the equilibrium of non segregation loses its stability and a
sequence of cycles of different periods appears. Further
increasing this limit, we have that only equilibria of segre-
gation are stable. This positive effect of the entry con-
straints on avoiding segregation can be explained
observing that the reaction of agents of one group toward
the presence of agents of the opposed group in the system
is limited if the presence of the agents of both groups is
small in number. In other words, the entry constraints
avoid the problem of overshooting, which can be inter-
preted as impulsive and emotional behaviors.
3.2. Case K1 – K2
Let us first describe some of the BCB curves observable
in Fig. 4. The yellow region in the center of the figure is
associated with the existence of the superstable fixed point
P ¼ ðK1;K2Þ 2 X7. In our numerical simulations (in the
given example) it is the only attractor coexisting with the
fixed points on the axes, and its basin of attraction has a
shape similar to the one shown in Fig. 3(a) (for the chaotic
attractor). The boundaries of the yellow region in the two-
dimensional bifurcation diagram in Fig. 4 are clearly curves
of BCB, associated with a collision of P with the borders
BC1;K and BC2;K given in (7). The condition for the border
collision is given by P 2 BC1;K and P 2 BC2;K leading to the
BCB curves having the following equations:
BCe;1 : K2 ¼ K1s1 1 K1N1
 
at which P ¼ ðK1;K2Þ 2 BC1;K
ð30Þ
BCe;2 : K1 ¼ K2s2 1 K2N2
 
at which P ¼ ðK1;K2Þ 2 BC2;K
which are drawn in Fig. 4. Notice that the intersection
point of these two BCB curves, different from zero, is given
by K1 ¼ K2 ¼ N 1 1s

 
which corresponds to the BCB of the
fixed point K ¼ N 1 1s

 
commented in Section 3.1. Let us
consider the region with K2 > K1, see Fig. 4. For parameters
Fig. 6. Basin of attraction of K;0ð Þ in green. Basin of attraction of 0;Kð Þ in azure. Basin of attraction of 0;0ð Þ in gray. Basin of attraction of the attractor lying
on x1 ¼ x2 in red. In (a) K ¼ 1:2895, the blue region is the basin of attraction of the 4-cycle. In (b) K ¼ 1:29415, the dark-blue and dark-green regions are the
basins of attraction of the two 4-cycles born by pitchfork bifurcation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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a parameter point crosses these curves the fixed point P
either disappears by saddle-node BCB, when crossing
BCe;1, or enters (continuously) region X5 when crossing
BCe;2. In our example, for parameters crossing BCe;1 along
the path ðj1Þ in Fig. 4, the fixed point P merges with the
unstable fixed point Pa on the frontier of its basin of attrac-
tion and disappears, leaving the two fixed points on the
axes as the only attractors. In Fig. 8(a) it is shown the phase
plane before the bifurcation, and in Fig. 8b after the bifur-
cation, when Pa becomes virtual and ðK1;K2Þ is no longer a
fixed point. It can be seen that after the bifurcation, the for-
mer basin of P is included in the basin of 0;K2ð Þ.
A similar bifurcation involving a 2-cycle is shown
changing the parameters along the path ðj2Þ in Fig. 4. For
low values of K1 only the two fixed points on the axes
are attracting (see Fig. 9(a)). Increasing K1, a pair of 2-cycles
appear by saddle-node BCB. Fig. 9(b) shows the phaseFig. 7. K ¼ 1:4 Basin of attraction of K;0ð Þ in green, basin of attraction of
0;Kð Þ in azure, separated by a fractal frontier. The black dots along the line
x1 ¼ x2 belong to a chaotic saddle. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)plane very close to the bifurcation value, one of the pair
of 2-cycles is attracting, with one periodic point in the
region X7 and one in the region X1, while the saddle 2-
cycle has periodic points in the regions X9 and X1 (see
Fig. 9(c)).
The occurrence of this saddle-node BCB of the 2-cycle
can also be determined analytically. In fact, considering
the point ðK1;K2Þ, it must be a fixed point for the second
iterate of map T. Thus let
F1 K1;K2ð Þ ¼ K1 1 c1K2 þ c1s1K1 1
K1
N1
  
ð31Þ
F2 K1;K2ð Þ ¼ K2 1 c2K1 þ c2s2K2 1
K2
N2
  
the BCB curve satisfies the equation
F1 F1 K1;K2ð Þ; F2 K1;K2ð Þð Þ ¼ K1
that is:
F1 K1;K2ð Þ 1c1F2 K1;K2ð Þþc1s1F1 K1;K2ð Þ 1
F1 K1;K2ð Þ
N1
  
¼K1
Notice that in Fig. 4 we have plotted the complete
curves BCe;1 and BCe;2 as also the other parts, not bounding
the region of a superstable fixed point, may be related to
some border collision. Their effect may also be only of
‘‘persistence border collision’’, as it happens for example
along the path ðj2Þ in Fig. 4: for increasing K1 the curve
BCe;1 is crossed, and the stable 2-cycle persists stable, but
with periodic points in different regions (one point in
X7 and one in the region X9Þ.
In general, in order to predict the effect of a BCB of the
fixed point, we can use the first return map along the
straight line x1 ¼ K1 (considering the part above the diago-
nal in Fig. 4) and then make use of the skew tent map as
the border collision normal form, evaluating the slopes of
the functions at the border point, at the bifurcation values,
as recalled in the previous sections. For example, crossing
the curve BCe;2 along the path ðj3Þ in Fig. 4 the fixed point
P crosses the curve BC2;K and enters region X5. The fixed
Fig. 8. Bifurcation through ðj1Þ, i.e. K1 ¼ 0:4. In (a) a superstable equilibrium, P, with basin in red, and a saddle, Pa , exist for K2 ¼ 1:1. In (b) for K2 ¼ 1:2 the
equilibria P and Pa do not exist anymore as they disappeared by saddle-node BCB increasing K2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Bifurcation through ðj2Þ; K2 ¼ 1:42. In (a) K1 ¼ 0:4936. In (b) K1 ¼ 0:4937. In (c) K1 ¼ 0:55. Basin of attraction of the 2-cycle in red. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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having one periodic point in the region X7 and one in the
region X5. In Fig. 10 it is shown the phase plane before
the bifurcation, and in Fig. 10(b) the shape of the one-
dimensional map restriction of T to the straight line
x1 ¼ K1, for 0 6 x2 6 x2;m, given in (21) and (22), showing
the superstable fixed point on the horizontal branch. The
BCB of P crossing the curve BC2;K in Fig. 10(a) corresponds
to the BCB of the fixed point x2 ¼ K2 of the 1D map (21) in
Fig. 10(b). The slopes at the bifurcation value are one zero
and one smaller than 1, thus the fixed point becomes
unstable and a sTable 2-cycle appears, as shown in
Fig. 10(c) and (d). We can see that the structure of the
basins does not change.
Increasing K2 along the path ðj3Þ in Fig. 4, the one-
dimensional bifurcation diagram is reported in Fig. 11(a).
It can be seen that after the 2-cycle, also attracting cycles
of period 2n for any n exist. This can be seen also in the
enlargement of Fig. 4 reported in Fig. 11(b). This region
of the parameter plane corresponds to a region in which
the BCBs lead to the appearance of all stable cycles in
accordance with the U-sequence, as already remarked. In
fact, the cycles there appearing all have one periodic pointin the region X7 and the periodic points either belong all to
the straight line x1 ¼ K1 (in which case the BCB can be
studied via the restriction of T on that line) or can be stud-
ied via the first return map on that line. All these cycles are
superstable for these one-dimensional maps as well as for
the two-dimensional map T, and undergo the border colli-
sions. The periodicity regions observable in Fig. 11(b) are
ordered according to the U-sequence.
From the enlargement in Fig. 11(b) it can be seen a
change in the structure: first (on the left side) the peri-
odicity regions of the superstable cycles exist, and then
a region with vertical strips appears. All the regions asso-
ciated with superstable cycles on the left, according to
the U-sequence, also have vertical strips on the right
(still according to the U-sequence). This transition, which
is typical for one-dimensional piecewise smooth maps
with a horizontal branch, corresponds to the loss of the
flat branch in the first return map or in the one-dimen-
sional restriction representing the dynamics of the map
T. In fact, as recalled above, the restriction of T to the
line x1 ¼ K1 has a horizontal branch as long as the cycles
existing in the region characterized by the U-sequence
have one periodic point in the region X7. An example
Fig. 10. Bifurcation through ðj3Þ, i.e. K1 ¼ 1. In (a) and (b) K2 ¼ 1:16. In (a) the basin of attraction of P ¼ K1;K2ð Þ is in red. In (b) map f2 x2ð Þwhere black dot is
the superstable equilibrium x2 ¼ K2. In (c) and (d) K2 ¼ 1:2, superstable 2-cycle appeared through a BCB of the fixed point P. In (c) basin of attraction of this
2-cycle in red. In (d) map f2 x2ð Þ where the black dots are the 2-cycle. In (a) and (c) the black dots with while interior represent unstable equilibria. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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reported the map at the value of K1 for which there is
a superstable 4-cycle. Increasing K1, a BCB occurs when
the restriction of T to the line x1 ¼ K1 becomes smooth,
as shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d).Fig. 11. In (a) 1D bifurcation diagram along ðj3Þ, i.e. K1 ¼ 1, and K2 2 1:15;1:35½ .
(b) enlargement of the rectangle shown in Fig. 4. (For interpretation of the referen
of this article.)In order to obtain the bifurcation curves in the parameter
space ðK1;K2Þ, we proceed as follows. As recalled above, the
restriction of map T to the line x1 ¼ K1 is given in (21) and
(22). The maximum of the function F2 K1; x2ð Þ;maxx2
F2 K1; x2ð Þf g, is obtained considering its proper critical pointThe red segment represents the moment in which curve BCp;2 is crossed. In
ces to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
Fig. 12. K1 ¼ 1. In (a) and (b) K2 ¼ 1:31. In (a) basin of attraction of the superstable 4-cycle (lying on x1 ¼ K1) in red. In (b) map f2 x2ð Þ describing the
dynamics of the model on the restriction x1 ¼ K1. In (c) and (d) K2 ¼ 1:335. In (c) basin of attraction of the chaotic attractor (lying on x1 ¼ K1) in red. In (d)
map f2 x2ð Þ which generates the chaotic attractor in (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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d
dx2
F2 K1; x2;c
 
¼ 0, where the first
derivative is given in (23), and the value in the critical point
(i.e. maxx2 F2 K1; x2ð Þf g ¼ F2 K1; x2;c
 
Þ. Via standard compu-
tations we get
x2;c ¼
N2
3
þ N2
3
 2
þ N2
3c2s2
1 c2K1ð Þ
" #1=2
so that the maximum of the function F2 K1; x2ð Þ is given by
F2 K1; x2;c
 
¼ x2;c
 2
2
x2;c
N2
 1
 
c2s2
Then a BCB occurs when this maximum reaches the
constraint on x2, which is the value K2, and thus it is deter-
mined by the condition K2 ¼ F2 K1; x2;c
 
which leads to the
following BCB curve in the parameter space:
BCp;2 : K2 ¼ x2;c
 2
2
x2;c
N2
 1
 
c2s2 ð32Þ
A portion of this curve is shown in Fig. 4 and in the enlarge-
ment, in Fig. 11(b).
The other BCB due to the restriction on the straight line
x2 ¼ K2 is determined similarly, considering (17) and (18),which leads to the following BCB curve in the parameter
space:BCp;1 : K1 ¼ x1;c
 2
2
x1;c
N1
 1
 
c1s1 ð33Þ
In Fig. 4 a portion of both bifurcation curves BCp;i are
shown, and better visible is BCp;2 in the enlargement in
Fig. 11(b). From the two-dimensional bifurcation diagram
we can see that the BCB occurring crossing the curve BCe;1
leads to persistence, while its portion in the region with
vertical strips is no longer a bifurcation, as the restriction
to the one-dimensional map is smooth and the point
ðK1;K2Þ does not belong to the attracting set.
Differently, the crossing of the curve BCp;2 leading to a
smooth restriction, determines the transition from a piece-
wise-smooth (with a flat branch) to a smooth map. It is
worth to note that each periodicity region associated with
a superstable cycle, on the left side of the curve BCp;2, leads
to a correspondent vertical strip associated with an attract-
ing cycle on its right side. On the left side of the curve BCp;2
the periodicity regions of superstable cycles have as limit
sets curves related with homoclinic bifurcations, which
also leads to correspondent vertical lines associated with
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smooth).
In order to illustrate the dynamics of T in this parameter
region we consider two more paths, at K2 ¼ 1:48 and at
K2 ¼ 1:37 which also are evidenced in Figs. 4 and 11(b),
and describe some bifurcations occurring as K1 increases.
Let us start considering K2 ¼ 1:48 fixed. From Fig. 11(b)
we can see that increasing K1 first the BCB crossing BCe;1
occurs, and then the crossing of BCp;2. The one-dimensional
bifurcation diagram as a function of K1 is shown in
Fig. 13(a). In the region where the dynamics are repre-
sented by the U-sequence as commented above, the effect
of the crossing of BCe;1 (which occurs approximately at
K1 ¼ 0:83Þ corresponds to a persistence of the attracting
cycle: before the bifurcation the superstable cycles have
one periodic point in the region X7 and all others in the
region X5 while after the bifurcation the periodic point
ðK1;K2Þ belongs to the region X1, its preimage to the region
X7 and all others in the region X5. The attractors and
related basins at K1 ¼ 0:84 are shown in Fig. 14(a). Then,
increasing K1 the crossing of BCp;2 occurs (approximately
at K1 ¼ 0:855Þ, and this leads to a smooth shape of the first
return map on x1 ¼ K1 (as above in Fig. 12(d)). The attract-
ing set on this line seems a large invariant chaotic interval,
as shown in Fig. 14(b). Notice that after this bifurcation,
the corner point ðK1;K2Þ (belonging to the region X1) does
not belong to the attracting set. This fact may lead to
changes in the structure of the basins of attraction of the
attracting sets. As an example, in Fig. 14(b) the corner
point is very close to the boundary separating the basin
of the chaotic attractor from the basin of the fixed point
ðK1;0Þ. In Fig. 14(c) (at K1 ¼ 0:9) we are at the contact: the
corner point belongs to the boundary of the basin of ðK1;0Þ,
as in fact the complete region X7 which is mapped into P,
now belongs to the basin of ðK1;0Þ together with all its pre-
images of any rank. Increasing K1 the attractor (a cycle or a
chaotic attractor) takes a more complex shape in the two-
dimensional phase plane: the dynamics can still be studied
by using the first return map on the line x1 ¼ K1 but the
number of points of a trajectory outside the line changes
at each iteration so that it is difficult to have it analytically,
even in implicit form (an example is shown in Fig. 14(d)).
In this last figure we can see that the chaotic attractor is
very close to the boundary of its basin of attraction. The
contact, leading to its ‘‘final bifurcation’’, occurs approxi-Fig. 13. 1D bifurcation diagram for K1 2 0:8;½mately at K1 ¼ 1:198. After it is transformed into a chaotic
repeller, leaving only the two attracting fixed points on the
axes, with a basin of attraction having a fractal structure
(similar to the one shown above in Fig. 7 ).
Similarly we can comment the one-dimensional bifur-
cation diagram as a function of K1 shown in Fig. 13(b).
From the region where the dynamics are associated with
superstable cycles and the U-sequence, the BCB crossing
BCp;2 occurs approximately at K1 ¼ 0:963, leading to a cha-
otic attractor, which completely belongs to the line x1 ¼ K1
even if after the bifurcation the point ðK1;K2Þ no longer
belongs to the attractor. Here the crossing of BCe;1, which
occurs approximately at K1 ¼ 0:975, does not represent a
bifurcation, it only denotes the transition of the corner
point ðK1;K2Þ from region X5 to the region X1. Differently
from the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 13(a), here increasing
K1 it can be noticed another region in which the dynamics
are again described by superstable cycles in the U-sequence
structure. This transition happens when the existing
attractor has a contact, i.e. a border collision, with the
boundary of region X7. In our example this occurs approx-
imately at K1 ¼ 1:185. After the contact the attractor is a
superstable cycle with one periodic point in the region
X7 and thus it is mapped into P ¼ ðK1;K2Þ which is again
a periodic point. Now the ‘‘final bifurcation’’ of this attrac-
tor happens when the periodic point P ¼ ðK1;K2Þ has a con-
tact with its basin boundary, which occurs approximately
at the value K1 ¼ 1:245, and on the other side of the
contact point there is the basin of the fixed point ðK1;0)
so that after the bifurcation the attractors are only the
fixed points on the axes, and the basin of the equilibrium
of segregation ðK1; 0) has a huge increases.
For what concerns the implications of the entry con-
straints, K1 and K2, in terms of segregation, the analysis
performed in this section reveals that the effects of these
entry constraints change if we make a discrimination on
the maximum number of agents allowed to enter the sys-
tem between the two groups. Indeed, if the difference
between Ki and Kj is sufficiently large, with Ki near to Ni
and Kj small, then we will have only stable equilibria of
segregation. Moreover, starting with Ki relatively large
and increasing Kj, a stable equilibrium of non segregation
cannot be reached, but rather an attractor in which the
number of agents of the two groups that enter and exit
the system fluctuates over time and when Kj becomes suf-1:27. In (a) K2 ¼ 1:48, in (b) K2 ¼ 1:37.
Fig. 14. K2 ¼ 1:48. In (a) basins of attraction and attractors for K1 ¼ 0:84. In (b) basins of attraction and attractors for K1 ¼ 0:89. In (c) basins of attraction
and attractors for K1 ¼ 0:9, here the corner point K1;K2ð Þ is marked with a black dot for highlighting that it enters the basin of attraction of K1;0ð Þ, i.e. the
green region. In (d) basins of attractions and attractors for K1 ¼ 1:16. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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possible. This reveals an important aspect of the issue of
segregation, i.e. to avoid overreaction of the two groups
toward segregation we need to limit in a similar way the
number of possible entrances of both types of agents in
the system.
The result that imposing sufficiently stringent entry
constraints to both groups helps to avoid segregation has
a straightforward interpretation if we note that to limit
the maximum number of agents of each group allowed to
enter the system is equivalent to exclude the less intoler-
ant population to enter the system. Indeed, the more
tolerant members are the first ones to enter the system
because they do not suffer the presence of members of
the other group. It follows that in a system where there
are two different groups of people and only the more
tolerant members of each group are allowed to enter the
system the probability of avoiding segregation increases.
This gives a clear indication that the forces that drive the
system to segregation are the less tolerant individuals.
Another interesting aspect is related to the effect of
imposing an entry constraint only on one of the two
groups. This is a real common situation as in many coun-
tries the authorities tends to impose entry limitations for
foreigners with the hope to avoid problems of segregation.The proposed analysis suggests that this policy could
increase, instead of decreasing, the risk of segregation as
the least tolerant members of the indigenous population
which does not suffer entry constraints are stimulated to
stay in the system preventing the creation of equilibria of
non segregation.
4. Conclusions
In this work we have analyzed the effects of several
constraints on the dynamics of the adaptive model of seg-
regation proposed in [2]. The constraints represent the
maximum number of agents of two different groups that
are allowed to enter a system. We have provided an accu-
rate investigation of the dynamics in the symmetric case,
i.e. when the two groups of agents that differ for a specific
feature are of the same size and have the same level of tol-
erance. The definition of the two-dimensional piecewise
smooth map lead to a map with different definitions in
several partitions. Besides the existence of two stable seg-
regation equilibria on the axes, we have shown that other
attractors may exist, regular or chaotic. The effect of the
constraints, modifying the regions, leads to border collision
bifurcations of the positive attracting sets. In the K1;K2ð Þ-
parameter plane of the constraints, we have determined
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dynamic behaviors. The results are obtained by using first
return maps on suitable intervals, and applying the bifur-
cation theory for one-dimensional piecewise smooth maps.
A deep investigation of the effects of the constraints when
the symmetry is broken is desirable and can reveal dynam-
ics not observable in the symmetric setting. This line of
research is left for further studies.
Many further extensions of this segregation model
could be of particular interest. For example, due to empir-
ical evidences suggesting that groups of people could have
different propensity toward integration with other groups
of people, see, e.g., [5], a deep analysis devoted to investi-
gate the dynamics of the segregation model when the two
groups differ for their tolerance function will provide inter-
esting and important developments and will increase the
understanding of the mechanisms that lead to or prevent
segregation.
To conclude, the functions Ri xið Þ used in this paper,
given in (1), have been proposed as representative of the
description given by Schelling in [24]. However, in the con-
clusions of their paper, the authors of [2] also propose a
different formulation for these functions, which also
deserve a deeper investigation.
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